Located in Paris, Maison Et Objet is one of
the most important European trade shows in the
world of design exhibiting several brands along four
days full of knowledge and ideas – but not just that!
Maison Et Objet offers conferences where
trends, advancements (especially in technology),
business development, and merchandising are
discussed in an interesting way – it allows us to
understand how the market is changing and how we
can fulfill the needs of those who are looking for us.
One of the main exhibitors of this edition
will be Domkapa.
Based in Northern Portugal, Domkapa is an
upholstery specialized brand established in 2009
that values the combination of four main
elements: manual sewing techniques, high design
solutions, comfort, and high-quality materials.
A tremendous passion for detailed stitching
brought us a long and fruitful path, full of
experience

and

achievements.

Domkapa

challenges its team to create the perfect daily
meeting between design and comfort in each
piece of the brand’s collections.
From hulls to straps, down to the smallest detail,
all materials used in the production of these pieces are 100% Portuguese. We pride ourselves on local
production, supporting small suppliers, and therefore boosting the entire regional and national economy.
The result? Products carefully designed and produced by an expert team, with undeniable quality
that survives the test of time.
Our identity is present in every detail of our designs and that’s why we can’t pass this opportunity
to participate in this promising design event.
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Much more than inspiration, you will find upholstery solutions for your interior design projects
look perfect, such as:

Juliet Sofa
Juliet Sofa was brought to the world for an endless
comfort demanding. Characterized by a soft
curvature and balanced proportions, Juliet’s
design was inspired by a concept of elegance,
comfort, and intimacy supported by a subtle
backrest and elegant armrests.

Alexander Armchair
Alexander should be the final ingredient to a
relaxing

interior

design

project.

Alexander

welcoming armchair is the perfect example of a
modern piece with a traditional influence thanks to
its powerful and embracing structure with a
high-back connected with a seat cushion and a
swivel base.
This timeless armchair coordinates perfectly its
materials in a one-of-a-kind piece.
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Anna Chair
A mature awareness process could only have brought a timeless design chair. There is beauty in
simplicity and Anna is proof of that making it perfect for every kind of environment and celebration. With
four distinctive finishes and options, Anna Chair is an authentic playground for professionals.
Endless customization options for endless results.

From March 24th to 28th, pack your bags, travel with us to Paris, and discover all we have
prepared for you. Find us in Hall 6 | Stand I82.
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